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How an F500 Health Services Firm is Using NeoLoad
to Champion Performance during Enterprise
As the firm continues to expand its Continuous Delivery adoption practices across the organization
thereby changing the pace and quality of its software delivery, performance has become the “often
and early” measurement. Though ad-hoc load testing remains a high demand task at various
times and for new projects, the Enterprise Performance Engineering team has developed creative
techniques to rapidly test APIs early, enabling development teams to visualize longitudinal end-to-end
performance data through the NeoLoad performance platform.

Company Context
The entity we’re talking about is a leading information and technology-enabled health services
business who dedicates themselves to helping make the health system work better for everyone.
With >100,000 global employees, the firm’s delivers intelligent, integrated solutions which, they feel,
help contribute to the health and performance of its customers.

Background
In every digital transformation, change is a new norm. Agile, DevOps, and Lean methodologies
optimize for small batches, short feedback loops, and a high degree of automation in software
pipelines, requiring efficiencies from all layers in the product value chain. People, process, and
technology all must evolve to stay in sync with changing customer demands. Delivering reliable, useful
software into the Health Services industry is particularly challenging as customers are increasingly
mindful of privacy and timeliness of technologies.
Security, high availability, and service reliability are increasingly crucial to the company’s consumers
and partners. Zero-day patch performance, the seamlessness of scalability events, and delivery of
defect-free service changes are real reasons for development teams to care about the performance of
what they deliver genuinely. Responding to change quickly is less challenging when you have the right
fit of skills, practices, and tools.

Why is Responding to Change so Important?
As the firm consistently improves their processes, changes to infrastructure, security, and code all
present risk to the customer/workforce experiences. A recent new security initiative was introduced
across all vital enterprise services and apps requiring the Enterprise Performance Engineering team to
deliver comparisons and new baselines on performance to ensure a smooth and successful rollout.
Corporate security regulation compliance required that the performance testing team also create
separate timing windows during which all testing can/not be executed. What did this mean for
an already highly disciplined group of testers? Scheduling and resource coordination had to
accommodate a 7 p.m. to 6 a.m. (CST) window. Delivering this quickly became an additional success
metric. If time compression wasn’t hard enough, the testing days demanding higher load volumes
grew infeasible with their legacy solution, LoadRunner. Unable to fulfill the new testing requirement
resulted in the need to seek an alternative testing provider.
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With NeoLoad, National Education places performance testing at
the heart of its process of integration and continuous deployment.
The Ministry of National Education has developed an application for exam copies digitalization.
The project, code-named Santorin, was developed by the Académie of Rennes and implemented
nationwide. This application enables submission of scanned copies by students to identify them and
make them accessible to all correctors who use digital tools to correct them.

With significant transaction volumes, the rigorous load test is crucial prior to
implementation
Over time, the Santorin application will manage 3 million candidates annually of up to 30 million
copies uploaded. The initial objectives for the load tests were 1,500 sites and 250,000 copies over a
duration of 1-4 hours, with a peak load within the first half-hour. The deployment of Santorin currently
only involves a portion of French institutions of higher learning, and over time the objective is to be
able to process 3 million copies daily. On June 17 and 19, 2019, the testing took place simultaneously
at 800 exam sites, and the application managed 150,000 copies over 2 days, over an average range of
one day.
Thanks to its capacity for extremely realistic simulations, NeoLoad enabled end-to-end testing of the
application during a 3-week long test campaign. The application was tested from copy scanning up
through the online copy correction functionality.

A modern infrastructure for addressing technological challenges and supporting
the Continuous Integration platform
So that the application might change and receive the growing volume of copies to be processed, the
architects steered toward a Docker and Kubernetes infrastructure. The choice of this architecture is
also explained by the willingness of National Education to undertake the DevOps transformation in
order to achieve 3 objectives:
1. Automating deployments to manage a larger application park
2. Improving service quality, especially by minimizing service downtime during updates. The
distribution of urban and territorial sites requires 24/7 availability
3. Accelerating deployment of new functionalities developed in agile mode, and making
functionalities available to users
4. Making the infrastructure scalable to be able to absorb load peaks at target levels, i.e.
30,000,000 copies annually.
Beyond the technical platform, the Santorin application was developed based on microservices,
software architecture that enables working in agile mode with more frequent iterations. These
architectural choices are the basis of the Agile/DevOps transformation of National Education teams.
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NeoLoad, the performance test platform that supports the DevOps transformation
The Santorin project is the spearhead for the Agile/DevOps practices in deploying the National
Education continuous integration platform. One statistic alone illustrates this transformation. While
the Ops teams manage deployment of 1-2 releases annually in a traditional mode, they must, when
under continuous integration and deployment mode, ensure a higher rate of up to 6 releases weekly
in full production.
To enable accelerated release frequencies, the National Education teams launched a technical
revolution and, simultaneously, a complete transformation of the organization in DevOps mode.
The objective was to reconcile Dev and Ops in order to integrate the requirements of earlier Ops,
especially those related to performance, and thereby limit interventions during deployment.
The objective is to integrate the NeoLoad performance testing at the heart of the continuous
integration process implemented by the teams. This involves launching performance tests
automatically with Jenkins in order to validate ongoing performance and secure deployments. The
capacity of NeoLoad to quickly deploy the test infrastructure (load generators and controllers) in a
Kubernetes cluster enables reaching the objective of team reactivity.
Target architecture of the software factory integrating the performance test with NeoLoad
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NeoLoad enables developers to test earlier and better
It was the Ops team, directed by Yann Guernalec, who performed the application’s end-to-end tests. For
the Santorin project, these performance tests were performed in close collaboration with the Devs –
who were even physically present with Ops for the occasion. The Ops team is also the “performance test
coach” that disseminates best practices to and instills quality culture in all teams.
The results of this work, combined with the simplicity of adopting the NeoLoad tool, enables Dev now to
create and perform the same performance tests. The Devs are not just capable of starting tests earlier,
but since they know the application best, they are capable of performing even more relevant testing.
The objective is to store all the tests performed daily by Dev on the shared Git directory in order to make
them available to Ops who perform the end-to-end tests before each release.
The NeoLoad tool facilitates adoption of the performance tests by Dev. According to Yann Guernalec,
“NeoLoad facilitates the task of rendering Dev autonomous on performance tests. It’s the benefit of the
tool, its handling is hyper simple.”

Performance forms part of the team culture and their excellence is recognized
The performance test performed with NeoLoad now forms an integral part of the culture and
organization of teams. Tests are performed at all levels on a daily basis by the Dev teams and upon each
release by Ops. The result: deployment of the virtual application for exam copies nationwide without
any performance issues. The capacity of teams to validate the application code and infrastructure that
supports it, in order to offer optimal service quality.

About Neotys
Since 2005, Neotys has helped over 1,600 companies in more than 60 countries ensure their
applications achieve the highest reliability, performance, and quality. Neotys has nearly 15 years of
development investment into NeoLoad – the performance testing platform designed to accelerate
end-to-end load testing and to automate API testing. It’s built by engineers who recognized that
to achieve their digital transformation objective, they needed to create a product that facilitates
superior load and performance testing continuously. The result – faster test creation and
maintenance with NeoLoad. All this is backed by a dedicated team of Neotys professional services,
support, and an extensive partner network to ensure success.
For more information about Neotys or NeoLoad, visit www.neotys.com/ressources to see
testimonials, case studies and success stories.
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